
Recruiting AI Talent on USAJOBS

Artificial Intelligence is an increasingly integrated part of our work and lives. The Administration is asking agencies to 
hire and develop talent with skills in data, machine learning and AI innovation to best position the Federal Government 
to meet its mission. OPM, in collaboration with EOP, created a unique landing page on USAJOBS called the AI Portal for 
applicants to easily access AI and AI-enabling job opportunities. 

• USAJOBS is the Federal Government’s official 
employment site and serves as the universally 
recognized “front door” to the federal hiring 
process for most agencies.

• The AI Portal serves as a place for job seekers 
to view and apply to AI and AI-enabling job 
opportunities.

• Agencies can use the AI Portal in marketing 
campaigns to help attract hard-to-hire AI 
talent and track AI jobs via USAJOBS reporting 
capabilities.

What is the USAJOBS AI Portal?

How can agencies post AI jobs on 
the AI Portal?
• Tag your agency’s AI job announcements with the 

new Mission Critical Occupation (MCO) “AI” tag 
within your Talent Acquisition System.

• Job seekers will see all federal AI jobs associated 
with the “AI” MCO tag on the AI Portal.

What jobs should you tag on the AI Portal?

• 1515 (Operations Research) 

• 1530 (Statistician) 

• 1550 (Computer Scientist)

• 1560 (Data Scientist)

• 0854 (Computer Engineer)

• 2210 (IT Specialist – Data Management)

• 2210 (IT Specialists – Applications Software - who work on AI 
products)

• 2210 (IT Specialists – Enterprise Architecture - who work on AI 
products)

• 2210 (IT Specialists – Systems Analysis - who work on AI products)

• 2210 (IT Specialists – Policy and Planning - who work on AI 
products)

• 2210 (IT Specialists – Program Manager - who work on AI products)

• 0343 (Program Analysts and Product Managers who work on AI 
products)

• 0905 (Attorneys who support AI work)

• 0201 (HR Specialists who recruit AI talent)

For additional information, contact: 
recruiter-help@usajobs.gov  
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